
MUD Defender Roof Net Fitting Instructions 
On all Defender models, the widest end of the net should go to the front of the vehicle. 

 

Front Net Mounting 90: Align the footman-loops with the row of plastic trim rivets securing the headlining into the 
roof directly above the front seats.  
 
Front Net Mounting 110: Align the footman loops with the row of plastic trim rivets where the rearmost headlining 
section joins the centre headlining section. 
 

 
Position the front footman loops as far apart as possible at the point where the internal roofline begins to curve. Use 
a 2.5 mm drill bit to drill the fixing holes for the footman-loops. 
 
 



In both 90 and 110 models there is a square section strengthening rib running across the roof immediately under the 
headlining. This is what you’ll be drilling into so there’s need to worry about drilling all the way through the roof! 
 
On factory station wagon models, you simply attach the straps around the factory grab handles located above the 
rear door. If you do not have the rear headlining trim with the factory grab handles installed in your vehicle, then 
secure a pair of the supplied footman-loops into the gutter section above the rear door. Hang the net at the front 
first and then position the footman-loops above the rear door to align with the straps. Use a 2.5mm drill bit to drill 
the fixing holes for the footman-loops. 
 
Once all of the footman loops are installed, tension the straps to suit. 
We include an extra pair of footman loops and a pair of Velcro cinch-straps within the fitting kit. Use of these is 
optional but you may wish to use them as an additional centrally located fixing point for the net at the front and 
rear. When used in conjunction with the Velcro cinch straps, they create a temporary extra-strap fixing and will help 
to close any gap/slack at the front and rear of the net. 
 

 

On vehicles with a trim above the rear door, align the central footman loop with the grab handle fasteners. This way 
you can be sure to hit the gutter section that the grab-handles also screw into. 

 

This net has been designed for the storage and transportation of soft lightweight items only, e.g. fleeces, waterproof 
jackets, sleeping bags, pillows etc. NEVER transport heavyweight items within the roof net or any item that has the 
potential to cause injury if loose in the vehicle. 


